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The algebras of nonrelativistic and of classical mechanics are unstable algebraic
structures. Their deformation towards stable structures leads, respectively, to rela-
tivity and to quantum mechanics. Likewise, the combined relativistic quantum me-
chanics algebra is also unstable. Its stabilization requires the noncommutativity of
the space–time coordinates and the existence of a fundamental length constant. The
new relativistic quantum mechanics algebra has important consequences on the
geometry of space–time, on quantum stochastic calculus, and on the construction
of quantum fields. Some of these effects are studied in this paper. ©2000 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~00!00601-0#

I. THE INSTABILITY OF RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM MECHANICS AND A FUNDAMENTAL
LENGTH

Physical models and theories are mere approximations to nature and the physical co
can never be known with absolute precision. Therefore, if a fine tuning of the parameters is n
to reproduce some particular phenomenon, it is probable that the model is basically unsou
that its other predictions are unreliable. A wider range of validity is expected for theories th
not change in a qualitative manner for a small change of parameters. Such theories are
stableor rigid.

A mathematical structure is said to bestable ~or rigid! for a class ofdeformationsif any
deformation in this class leads to an equivalent~isomorphic! structure. The idea of stability o
structures provides a guiding principle to test either the validity or the need for generalizat
a physical theory. Namely, if the mathematical structure of a given theory turns out to be uns
one might just as well deform it, until one falls into a stable one, which has a good chance of
a generalization of wider validity.

The stable-model point of view had a large impact in the field of nonlinear dynamics, w
it led to the notion ofstructural stability.1,2 As emphasized by Flato3 and Faddeev4 the same
pattern seems to occur in the fundamental theories of nature. In fact, the two most imp
physical revolutions of this century, namely the passage from nonrelativistic to relativistic
from classical to quantum mechanics, may be interpreted as the transition from two un
theories to two stable ones. In the nonrelativistic mechanics case, one notices that the
cohomology group of the homogeneous Galileo group does not vanish and the corresp
algebra has a deformation that leads to the Lorentz algebra which, being semi-simple, is sta
turn, the transition from classical to quantum mechanics may be regarded as a deformation
unstable Poisson algebra of phase-space functions to the stable Moyal-Vey algebra.5 I will refer to
these two stabilizing deformations as the (1/c)-deformation and the\-deformation. The deformed
algebras are all equivalent for nonzero values of 1/c and \. Hence, relativistic mechanics an
quantum mechanics may be derived from the conditions for stability of their algebras, bu
exact values of the deformation parameters cannot be fixed by purely algebraic consider
Instead, the deformation parameters are fundamental constants to be obtained from experim

a!Electronic mail: vilela@alf1.cii.fc.ul.pt
1560022-2488/2000/41(1)/156/31/$17.00 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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this sense not only is deformation theory the theory of stable theories, it is also the theor
identifies the fundamental constants.

A review of deformation theory and of the transition from nonrelativistic to relativistic
from classical to quantum mechanics as the deformation-stabilization of two unstable theo
contained in Ref. 6. Also, it is shown there that both deformations may be studied in the c
of finite-dimensional Lie algebras, which is simpler than the usual treatment of quantum me
ics as a deformation of an infinite-dimensional algebra of functions. The algebra that results
the (1/c)-deformation is the Lorentz algebra and the one coming from the\-deformation is the
Heisenberg algebra. A simple fact in this construction, which, however, has nontrivial c
quences, is that, to have both constructions in a finite-dimensional algebra setting, it is esse
include the coordinates as basic operators in the defining~kinematical! algebra of relativistic
quantum mechanics. The full algebra of relativistic quantum mechanics will then contai
Lorentz algebra$Mmn%, the Heisenberg algebra for the momenta and space–time coordi
$pm ,xn% in Minkowski space and also the commutators that define the vector nature~under the
Lorentz group! of pm andxn , namely,

@Mmn ,M rs#5 i ~Mmshnr1M nrhms2M nshmr2Mmrhns!,

@Mmn ,pl#5 i ~pmhnl2pnhml!,

@Mmn ,xl#5 i ~xmhnl2xnhml!,
~1!

@pm ,pn#50,

@xm ,xn#50,

@pm ,xn#5 ihmnI,

with hmn5(1,21,21,21), c5\51 andI a unit that commutes with all the other operators
One knows that the Lorentz algebra, being semi-simple, is stable and that each one

two-dimensional Heisenberg algebras$pm ,xn% is also stable in the nonlinear sense discussed
Ref. 6. When the two algebras are combined through the covariance commutators, the
question to ask is whether the whole algebra is stable or whether there are any nontrivial
mations. The answer6 is that the algebraR05$Mmn ,pm ,xm ,I% defined by Eqs.~1! is not stable.
This is shown by exhibiting a two-parameter (l ,R)-deformation ofR0 to a simple algebraRl ,R

which itself is stable, namely,

@Mmn ,M rs#5 i ~Mmshnr1M nrhms2M nshmr2Mmrhns!,

@Mmn ,pl#5 i ~pmhnl2pnhml!,

@Mmn ,xl#5 i ~xmhnl2xnhml!,

@pm ,pn#52 i
e8

R2 Mmn , ~2!

@xm ,xn#52 i el 2Mmn ,

@pm ,xn#5 ihmnI,

@pm ,I#52 i
e8

R2 xm ,

@xm ,I#5 i el 2pm ,

@Mmn ,I#50,
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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e ande8 being6 signs. The stable algebraRl ,R to whichR0 has been deformed is the algebra
the six-dimensional pseudo-orthogonal group with metrichaa5(1,21,21,21,e8,e) and commu-
tation relations

@Mab ,Mcd#5 i ~2Mbdhac2Machbd1Mbchad1Madhbc!, ~3!

the correspondence being established by

pm5
1

R
Mm4 ,

xm5l Mm5 , ~4!

I5
l

R
M45.

To understand the role of the deformation parameters consider first the Poincare´ subalgebra
P5$Mmn ,pm% of R0 . It is well known that already this subalgebra is not stable and may
deformed3,7 to the stable simple algebras of the de Sitter groups O~4,1! or O~3,2!. This is the
deformation that corresponds to the parameterR. This instability of the Poincare´ algebra is,
however, physically harmless and well understood. It simply means that flat space is a s
point in the set of arbitrarily curved spaces. Faddeev4 points out that Einstein’s theory of gravit
may be interpreted as a deformation. This theory is based on curved pseudo-Riemannian
folds. Therefore, in the set of Riemannian manifolds, Minkowski space is an isolated p
whereas a generic Riemannian manifold is stable in the sense that in its neighborhood all
are curved. However, as long as the Poincare´ group is used as the kinematical group of the tang
space to the space–time manifold, and not as a group of motions in the manifold itself
perfectly consistent to takeR→` and this deformation goes away.

For the other deformation parameter~l ! there is no reason to imagine that it should vani
even in tangent space, if one insists on the stability paradigm as the guiding principle for t
construction. One is therefore led toRl ,` as our candidate for astable algebra of relativistic
quantum mechanicsin the tangent space. The main features are the noncommutativity of thxm

coordinates and the fact thatI, previously a trivial element of the center of the Heisenberg alge
becomes now a nontrivial operator. Two constants define this deformation. One isl , a funda-
mental length, the other the sign ofe. The tangent space algebraRl ,` would be the kinematica
algebra appropriate for microphysics. For physics in the large, one might, however, useRl ,R with
~finite! R2 related to the gravitational constantG.

The idea of modifying the algebra of the space–time componentsxm in such a way that they
become noncommuting operators had already appeared several times in the physical lit
However, rather than being motivated~and forced! by stability considerations, the aim of thos
proposals was to endow space–time with a discrete structure, to be able, for example, to co
quantum fields free of ultraviolet divergences. Sometimes a nonzero commutator was
postulated, some other times the motivation was the formulation of field theory in curved sp
Although the algebra discussed above is so simple and appears in such a natural way in the
of deformation theory, it seems that, strangely, it differs in some way or another from the
proposals. In some schemes, for example, the coordinates were assumed to be the gene
rotations in a five-dimensional space with constant negative curvature. This possibility wa
posed long ago by Snyder8 and the consequences of formulating field theories in such spaces
extensively studied by Kadishevsky and collaborators.9,10 The coordinate commutation relation
@xm ,xn# are identical to those in~2!; however, because of the representation chosen for
momentum operators, the Heisenberg algebra is different and, in particular,@pm ,xn# has nondi-
agonal terms. Banai11 also proposed a specific nonzero commutator which only operates bet
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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time and space coordinates, breaking Lorentz invariance. Many other discussions exist con
the emergence and the role of discrete or quantum space–time, which, however, in general
specify a complete operator algebra.12–28

In Rl ,` , the fact thatI becomes a nontrivial operator changes the structure of the Heisen
algebra. This has some consequences on the construction of the state spaces even for no
istic quantum mechanics. This was partly discussed in Ref. 29. Here the emphasis will be
study of the geometric structure of space–time that follows from theRl ,` algebra and on the
nature of quantum fields. In particular the larger set of derivations thatRl ,` possesses has fo
gauge fields some important consequences that do not depend on the size of the parametel , but
only on the fact that it is different from zero.

In Sec. II one collects the basic facts about the noncommutative geometry of space
which are implied by the algebraRl ,` . In particular, the role of the elementary sets of t
geometry is clarified and a differential calculus developed. In a general noncommutative geo
setting,30 differential calculus cannot be developed through derivations, because for some al
there is not enough derivations. Then, the noncommutative analog of the Dirac operator is u
this purpose. In theRl ,` case, however, an approach through derivations is possible. This ha
advantage of making the commutative limit (l →0) very transparent. Nevertheless, corresp
dence with the related Dirac operator approach is also established.

The representation theory of algebras is the basic tool to extract physical consequence
the noncommutative geometry. This is discussed at length in Sec. III. In theRl ,` algebra, the
usual Heisenberg algebras are replaced by the algebras of ISO~2! and ISO~1,1!. A construction of
a quantum stochastic calculus based on these algebras is sketched in the Appendix.

Integration in noncommutative space–time is discussed in Sec. IV and finally Sec.
dedicated to the construction of local quantum fields, the main emphasis being on the no
mutative geometry implications for gauge field interactions.

II. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE SPACE–TIME GEOMETRY

Every geometrical property of an ordinary~commutative! manifold M may be expressed as
property of the commutativeC* -algebraC0(M ) of continuous functions onM vanishing at
infinity. For example, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the characters ofC0(M ) and
the points of the manifoldM , regular Borel measures onM correspond to positive linear func
tionals onC0(M ), complex vector bundles overM are given by the finite projective modules ov
C0(M ), etc. Similarly in noncommutative geometry one starts from a noncommuta
C* -algebra and uses the same correspondence as in the commutative case to characte
geometric properties of the noncommutative space.30,31

In a general representation, the operators inRl ,` are not bounded operators. However, on
a representation ofRl ,` is obtained, there are standard ways to construct bounded operators
unbounded ones, in the universal enveloping algebra ofRl ,` . For example,

G→exp~ iaG! ~5!

or

G→G~11G* G!2 1/2, ~6!

and one constructs from the latter, by norm completion, the associatedC* -algebra. Therefore, for
simplicity, the discussion of the representations may be carried out at theRl ,` algebra level, even
if the noncommutative space–time algebra is actually aC* -algebraCR obtained by the restriction
to the bounded operators in the universal enveloping algebraUR of Rl ,` and norm completion.
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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A. The elementary sets of the geometry. Commutative versus noncommutative
space–time

In the commutative case, the elementary sets of the space–time manifoldM ~the points with
coordinatesxm) are in a one-to-one correspondence with the character representations
algebra. In noncommutative case the elementary sets are the irreducible unitary representa
the algebra.

In Rl ,` , the setAM5$xm ,Mmn% is the minimal algebraically closed set that contains
space–time coordinate operators. It is therefore their representations that define the basic s
of noncommutative space–time. Therefore, it is appropriate to compare the nature of the
sentations of theAM algebra for the commutative and the noncommutative cases. In the com
tative caseAM is a Poincare´ algebra and in the noncommutative case it is a de Sitter algebr@of
O~3,2! for e511 and of O~4,1! for e521]. In the following, for definiteness, I will usee
521. In the commutative case the elementary setsTK of the geometry are the spinless represe
tations of the Poincare´ group corresponding to fixedxmxm:

TK5$xmu~x0!22~x1!22~x2!22~x3!25K%.

From the physical point of view it makes sense to consider these~and not the pointsxm) as the
elementary sets of the geometry because each particular pointxm in TK is just a particular aspec
of the same event seen in different frames. In the noncommutative case the elementary sets
representations of the de Sitter group which reduce to these Poincare´ group representations in th
l →0 limit.

The correspondence is made very clear by using the explicit representation of the opera
the Rl ,` algebra as differential operators in a five-dimensional commutative manifoldM5

5$jm% with metric haa5(1,21,21,21,e):

Mmn5 i S jm

]

]jn 2jn

]

]jmD ,

xm5jm1 i l S jm

]

]j42ej4
]

]jmD . ~7!

In M5 consider the family of hypersurfaces

GK5$ju~j0!22~j1!22~j2!22~j3!22~j4!25K%

for KP(2`,`). For each fixedK, GK carries a representation of the de Sitter group~for
e521). The intersection of eachGK with any planej45c is a three-dimensional hypersurfac
TK1c2 that corresponds to a spinless irreducible unitary representation of the Poincare´ group.
However, because of the~m,4!-rotations in thexm operator@Eq. ~7!#, it is GK that is irreducible for
the AM algebra. Therefore the elementary sets of the commutative space–time geometry
spond to theTK sets and those of noncommutative space–time to theGK’s. It should, however, be
clear that theTK andGK sets are simply abstract representations of the irreducible represent
of the algebra and their dimensionality should not be confused with the dimensionality of sp
time. The manifoldM5 is simply the carrier of the representation of the noncommutative spa
time algebra. Space–time is still defined by the same fourxm operators operating on the eleme
tary geometric sets. Figure 1 depicts the structure of the elementary sets with theGK’s, when
intersected by thej451 plane, generating the elementary sets of the pseudo-Euclidean~commu-
tative! Minkowski geometry~and the intersection with thej050 plane generating an Euclidea
geometry!.

Although not changing the dimensionality of space–time, theGK sets, as compared to th
TK’s, have a richer group of motions and, in particular, a richer set of derivations, as will be
below.
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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B. Derivations as vector fields and the differential algebra

A differential algebra may be defined either by duality from the derivations of the alg
when a sufficient number of derivations is available or directly from the triple (H,p(CR),D),
wherep(CR) is a representation of theCR algebra in the Hilbert spaceH and D is the Dirac
operator. In this latter case the commutator with the Dirac operator is used to obtain the one-
In the most general noncommutative framework30 it is not always possible to use the derivatio
of the algebra to construct by duality the differential forms. In fact, many algebras hav
derivations at all. However, when the algebra has enough derivations it is useful to co
them32,33 because the correspondence of the noncommutative geometry notions to the cl
ones becomes very clear. In our case it means to obtain the usual commutative geometry
in the limit l →0. For this reason the construction through derivations will be used here an
correspondence to the Dirac commutator approach will be established later on.

Although not essential, the representation of the remaining operators of theRl ,` algebra as
differential operators onM5 provides an intuitive interpretation of the derivations and is lis
below:

pm5 i
]

]jm ,

~8!

I511 i l
]

]j4 .

The derivations of the algebra play, as in the classical case, the role of vector fields
derivations that are considered, to construct by duality the differential algebra, play only a
sidiary role in identifying the minimal extension needed when going from the commutativl

50) to the noncommutative case (l Þ0). In the end it is the resulting differential algebra whi
plays the central role.

The minimal algebraically closed subalgebra that contains the coordinate operatorAM

5$xm ,Mmn%, being semi-simple, only has inner derivations. In particular, because of the com
tation relation@pm ,xn#5 ihmnI and the nontriviality of theI operator, the derivations that corre
spond to the momentum operator are not contained in the set of derivations of the enve
algebra ofAM (Der $UAM

%). Therefore, to obtain enough derivations, one should consider
full algebra Rl ,` and its generalized enveloping algebraUR , to which a unit and, for later
convenience, the inverse ofI, are also added:

FIG. 1. Representation of elementary sets in space–time geometry: commutative versus noncommutative
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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UR5$xm ,Mmn ,pm ,I,I21,1%. ~9!

The derivations ofRl ,` are the inner derivations plus a dilationD which acts on the generators a
follows:

@D,Pm#5Pm ,

@D,I#5I, ~10!

@D,Mmn#5@D,xm#50.

This may be computed directly or, alternatively, by embeddingRl ,` into O~2,5!, noticing that this
algebra has only inner derivations and selecting those that operate insideRl ,` . Therefore,

Der $Rl ,`%5$xm ,Mmn ,pm ,I,D%.

Any element of the formad, where aPUR and dPDer $Rl ,`%, will be a derivation of the
generalized enveloping algebraUR . Because of the special role that they play in the construc
of the differential algebra, the derivations corresponding to (1/i ) Pm and (1/i l )I will be denoted
by the symbols]m and]4 to emphasize their role as elements of Der$UR% rather than elements o
UR . The action on the generators is

]m~xn!5hmnI,

]4~xm!5l pm ,

]s~Mmn!5hsmpn2hsnpm , ~11!

]m~pn!5]m~I!5]m~1!50,

]4~Mmn!5]4~pm!5]4~I!5]4~1!50.

In the commutative (l 50) case a basis for one-forms is obtained, by duality, from the set$]m%.
In the l Þ0 case the set of derivations$]m ,]4% is the minimal set that contains the usual]m’s, is
maximal Abelian, and is action closed on the coordinate operators, in the sense that the ac
]m on xn leads to the operatorI that corresponds to]4 and conversely.

Denote byV the complex vector space of derivations spanned by$]m ,]4%. The algebra of
differential formsV(UR) is now constructed from the complexC(V,UR) of multilinear antisym-
metric mappings fromV to UR . For an explicit construction ofV(UR) use a basis of one-form
$um,u4% defined by

ua~]b!5db
a , a,bP~0,1,2,3,4!. ~12!

The operators that are associated to the physical coordinates are just the fourxm , m
P(0,1,2,3). An additional degree of freedom appears, however, in the set of derivations. T
not a conjectured extra dimension but simply a mathematical consequence of the algebrai
ture of Rl ,` which, in turn, was a consequence of the stabilizing deformation of relativ
quantum mechanics. No extra dimension appears in the set of physical coordinates, becaus
not correspond to any operator inRl ,` . However, the derivations inV introduce, by duality, an
additional degree of freedom in the exterior algebra. Therefore, all quantum fields that ar
nections will pick up some additional components. These additional components, in qu
fields that are connections, are a consequence of the length parameterl which does not depend o
its magnitude, but only onl beingÞ0.

A basis for k-forms is$ua1`ua2`¯`uak% where
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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ua1`ua2`¯`uak5
1

k! (P
~21!puP(a1^ ua2^¯^ uak), ~13!

p being the parity of theP permutation. A general k-formvPVk(UR) is v5(a1¯ak
ba1¯ak

ua1

`ua2`¯`uak with ba1¯ak
PUR .

Given v15b1u i 1`¯`u i p andv25b2u j 1`¯`u j k with b1 ,b2PUR , the product is

v1`v25b1b2u i 1`¯`u j k5~21!pkv2`v11@b1 ,b2#u i 1`¯`u j k. ~14!

In the exterior algebraV(UR)5 % p50
` Vp(UR) an exterior derivative is defined as a mappi

d:Vp(UR)→Vp11(UR) such that

dv~d1 ,d2 ,...,dp11!5 (
k51

p11

~21!k21dkv~d1 ,...,d k̂,...,dp11!, ~15!

whered iPV. Notice the absence of commutator terms, in the definition of the exterior deriva
because the setV is Abelian. Hered250 follows trivially from the commutation of the deriva
tions.

The elementsua of the one-form basis do not coincide withdxm . Actually,

dxm5hnmIun1l pmu4, ~16!

and, for the other elements ofRl ,` ,

dMmn5~hsmpn2hsnpm!us,
~17!

dpm5dI50.

We may also define a contractioni d as a mapping fromVp(UR) to Vp21(UR),

i dv~d1 ,...,dp21!5v~d,d1 ,...,dp21!, ~18!

with vPVp(UR) anddPV, and a Lie derivative Ld ,

Ld5did1 i dd. ~19!

C. The Dirac operator

The discussion above was based on the construction of the differential algebra in nonco
tative space–time using the set of derivations$]m ,]4%. An alternative construction of the differ
ential algebra in noncommutative geometry follows the method proposed by Connes,30 which uses
the triple (H,p(CR),D), wherep(CR) is a representation of theCR algebra in the Hilbert space
H andD is the Dirac operator.

Consider the spaceL2(M5) of square-integrable functions onM5 , a five-dimensional pseudo
Riemannian manifold with local metrichab5(1,21,21,21,21), and the representation ofCR

on L2(M5) induced by Eqs.~7! and ~8!.
The Clifford algebra C~1,4! has, like C~1,3!, a representation by 434 matrices, namely

ga5~g0,g1,g2,g3,g45 ig5!.

For C~1,4! this is a 2:1 representation because complex C~1,4! is isomorphic to M16(C)
3M16(C). We may therefore construct over the pseudo-Riemannian manifoldM5 a spin bundle
with four-dimensional spinors with sections defined by

~D2m!C~x!50, ~20!
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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D5 iga ]/]xa being the Dirac operator. The Hilbert spaceH of the triple (H,p(CR),D) is now
the space of square integrable sections of the spin bundle and the representationp(CR) is the one
induced by Eqs.~7! and~8!. The differential algebra may now be constructed by defining k-fo
as the following operators onH:

v5( a0@D,a1#¯@D,ak# ~21!

with aiPCR . Computing the commutators of the Dirac operator with the elements ofRl ,` one
obtains

@D,xm#5 ignhnmI1 ig4l pm ,

@D,Mmn#5 igs~hsmpn2hsnpm!, ~22!

@D,pm#5@D,I#50,

and comparing with~16! and ~17! one sees that the same structure is obtained as with the
struction through derivations.

III. REPRESENTATIONS

Explicit representations of the subalgebras ofRl ,` in spaces of functions are the tools need
to compute the physical consequences of this type of noncommutative space–time. He
studies in detail a few cases, starting from the representations of the three-dimensional sub
that replaces Heisenberg’s algebra.

Consider the subalgebra associated to one-dimensional problems, that is

@P,X#52 iI,

@X,I#5 i«P, ~23!

@P,I#50,

where P5pl and X5 x/l . In these variables, the position is measured in units ofl and the
momentum in units of 1/l .

Let «521. Then ~23! is the algebra of the group of motions of the plane, ISO~2!. Its
irreducible representationsTr ~Ref. 34! are realized as operators on the space of smooth funct
on S1 with scalar product

~ f 1 , f 2!5
1

2p E
0

2p

f 1~u! f 2* ~u!du, ~24!

the operators being

X5 i
]

]u
,

P5r sinu, ~25!

I5r cosu.

The irreducible representations are of two types. ForrÞ0 the irreducible representationTr is
infinite dimensional, a convenient basis being the set of exponentials exp (2inu),
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Tr5$e2 inu;nPZ%, ~26!

and for r 50 the irreducible representations are one-dimensional

T0n5$e2 inu%. ~27!

In Tr the operatorsV15 iP1I andV252 iP1I are raising and lowering operators

V1e2 inu5re2 i (n21)u,
~28!

V2e2 inu5re2 i (n21)u.

The statese2 inu being the eigenstates of the position operatorX, this one has a discrete spectru
(5Z for X or 5l Z for x). The representation withr 50 would correspond to a space with
single isolated point. Therefore, it is the representations withrÞ0 that are physically useful.l
being the minimal fundamental length, the maximum momentum, in units of 1/l , is one. Hence,
for consistency with~25!, r might actually be chosen equal to one. The consistency of this ch
will become clear in the study of the harmonic oscillator spectrum.

For each localized stateen;e2 inu, P is a random variable with characteristic function

C~s!5^en ,eisPen&5J0~sr! ~29!

the corresponding probability density being

m~P!5
1

p

1

Ar 22P2
, uPu,r ,

50, uPu.r .
~30!

An elaborate boson calculus, based on the operators of the Heisenberg algebra, ha
developed by several authors.35–38For l Þ0 the Heisenberg algebra is replaced by the algebr
ISO~2!. For the calculus based on this algebra it is useful to represent it as a set of operators
on a space of holomorphic functions

X5z,

P5
1

2i
~e]/]z2e2 ]/]z!5

1

i
D2 , ~31!

I5
1

2
~e]/]z1e2 ]/]z!5D1 .

Let Ta be the translation operator bya,

Ta f ~z!5 f ~z1a!. ~32!

ThenD25 1
2(T12T21) is a finite difference operator andD15 1

2(T11T21) a finite average op-
erator. Therefore, instead ofx andd/dx for the Heisenberg algebra, the ISO~2! boson calculus is
based onz, D1 , D2 and the relations

@D2 ,z#5D1 ,

@D1 ,z#5D2 , ~33!

@D1 ,D2#50.
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On the other hand,~with the choicee521) the algebra for the pairP05l p0, X05x0/l is
the algebra of ISO~1,1!;

@P0,X0#5 iI,

@X0,I#52 iP0, ~34!

@P0,I#50.

In this case the representation, as operators acting on differentiable functions on the hyper

P05r sinhm,

I5r coshm, ~35!

X052 i
d

dm
.

Generalized eigenvalues of the time operator areeitm. Because there is nom-periodicity in the
hyperbola, there is no discrete quantization of time, as opposed to the discrete quantization
space coordinate. This conclusion, of course, depends on the choicee521. The opposite situation
would hold fore511.

The main steps of a calculus based on ISO~2! and ISO~1,1! are described in the Appendix.

A. Modifications to the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator spectrum

From the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian

H5
p2

2m
1

mv2

2
x2 ~36!

using the representation~25!, one obtains the eigenvalue problem

S R2

2ml 2 sin2 u2
mv2l 2

2

d2

du2D f ~u!5E f~u!. ~37!

Equation~37! is a Mathieu equation which one rewrites as

d2

du2 f ~u!5~2a12q cos~2u!! f ~u! ~38!

with

a5
2E

2mv2l 2 2
R2

2l 4m2v2 ,

~39!

q52
R2

4l 4m2v2 ,
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and has solutions of four types

f 05 (
m50

`

A2m1p cos~2m1p!u, p50, or 1,

~40!

f 15 (
m50

`

B2m1p sin~2m1p!u, p50, or 1,

with characteristic valuesa which are denoted by39

a
s

5ar for even periodic solutions,

~41!

a
s

5br for odd periodic solutions.

For smalll , q is large and one may use the asymptotic form for the eigenvalues

ar;br 11;22q12~2r 11!Aq2
~2r 11!211

8
2

~2r 11!316r 13

27Aq
2¯ ~42!

from which, and from~39!, one obtains~using r 51)

En5S n1
1

2Dv2
~2n11!211

16
mv2l 22

~2n11!313~2n11!

27 m2v3l 41O~ l 6! ~43!

as the corrections to the harmonic oscillator spectrum arising from thel Þ0 algebra.

B. Barrier problems

Consider a one-dimensional barrier, that is

H5P2 for x.0,
~44!

H5P21V for x,0.

Using the representation~25!, the eigenvalue problem

H (
nPZ

cneinu5l (
nPZ

cneinu ~45!

leads to the following recurrences:

cn221cn125zcn for n,0,
~46!

cn221cn125z8cn for n.0,

with

z5224l,
~47!

z85214V24l.
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Let l,V. For a solution that corresponds to a wave propagating from the right and being refl
at the barrier, the recurrences in~46! are solved by

cn50 for n even,

cn5e2(n11)g for n odd and n>1, ~48!

cn5ae2 ind1beind for n odd and n<21.

With g5 1
2 cosh21 (z8/2) andd5 1

2 cos21 (z/2), the recurrences are satisfied forunu>3 and, from
the matching conditions,

c235zc212c1 ,

c215z8c12c3 ,

one obtains

a5
21

2i sin 2d
$~z8e22g2e24g!e2 i3d2~zz8e22g2ze24g2e22g!e2 id%,

~49!

b5
1

2i sin 2d
$~z8e22g2e24g!ei3d2~zz8e22g2ze24g2e22g!eid%.

The constantg controls the decay of the wave function under the barrier andd the wave length of
the intensity fluctuations to the right of the barrier. For smalll ~that is, small energy!, d
5 1

2 sin 2Al2l2'Al, Al being the momentum of the incident wave in units of 1/l . Let the
momentum in physical units bep5 Al/l . Then, expandingd

ind' inl pH 11
5

6
l 2p21¯J . ~50!

The conclusion is that the intensity fluctuations to the right of the barrier have a wave l
smaller than the inverse momentum, the leading correction factor being5

6l 2p2.

C. Diffraction

The representation~25! also provides all the required framework to compute the effects of
fundamental lengthl on the diffraction experiments. Let a matter wave pass through a sl
width L52Nl . The wave function at the slit may be represented by

CL5
1

A2N
(

n52N

N

einu. ~51!

~Generalized! eigenstates of the momentum (P5sinu) in the einu basis are

fk5
~12k2!2 1/4

A2p
(

n
e2 in sin21 (k)einu, ~52!

the factor (12k2)21/4 being included to insure a normalizationd(k2k8) of the momentum states
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Computing the projection

A4pN^fkuCL&5~12k2!2 1/4
1

N (
n52N

N

ein sin21 (k)

5~12k2!2 1/4
1

2N H 112(
n51

N

Tn~A12k2!J , ~53!

whereTn is a Chebyshev polynomial.
With the transverse momentumq in physical units,q5 k/l , and, for largeN, approximating

the sum in~53! by an integral one obtains

4pNu^fkuCL&u2.~12k2!2 1/2S sin~N sin21 ~k!!

N sin21 ~k! D 2

.~12l 2q2!2 1/2S 2

Lq
sinS Lq

2 S 11
1

6
l 2q21¯ D D D 2

, ~54!

meaning that, for large transverse momentum~large diffraction angles!, the separation between th
diffraction rings becomes smaller.

The same result could have been obtained by studying the distribution of the random va
with characteristic function

^cL ,eisPcL&5
1

2N (
k522N

2N

~2N2uku11!Jk~s!. ~55!

D. Stochastic processes in noncommutative space–time

In the Appendix, a quantum stochastic calculus is developed, based on ISO~1,1! and ISO~2!,
which are the algebraic structures of the operator sets$X0,P0,I% and $Xi ,Pi ,I%. The stochastic
processes constructed there are sums of independent identically distributed random va
Therefore, the ‘‘time’’ of the process is simply the continuous parameter that labels the proba
convolution semigroup. If, however, time is an operator that satisfies well-defined algebraic
tions with the other observables, as in the~2!, the construction has to be done in a differe
manner. The notion of filtration, in particular, cannot be obtained simply by a splitting of
indexing spaceh. It must be replaced by a construction of the spaces of eigenstates of the
operator. Physically the treatment of time as a parameter still makes sense if the time scale
processes is slow.~Remember thatx05ct and then@ t,xi #5 ( i l 2/c) Moi .) However, for pro-
cesses with a fast time scale, a construction where time is treated as an operator is neede

To describe time-dependent processes one needs at least one space and one time co
Therefore, the minimal algebra is$x0,x1,M01,p0,p1,I% which, for «521, is the algebra of
ISO~2,1!, the group of motions of pseudo-Euclidean three-spaceE2,1. Representations may b
realized on the space of functions on the double- or single-sheeted hyperboloidH1

2 or H2
2 and on

the coneC2, with coordinates, respectively

5
j15sinhm sinu,

j25sinhm cosu,

j35coshm,

~56!
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5
j15coshm sinu,

j25coshm cosu,

j35sinhm,

~57!

5
j15r sinu,

j25r cosu,

j35r .

~58!

Here representations on the space of functions on the upper sheet of the coneC2 will be chosen.
The reason for this choice is to have positive energy but no minimal nonzero energy. The

l p15r sinu,

I5r cosu,

l p05r ,
~59!

x0

l
52 i H 2sinu

]

]u
1r cosu

]

]r J ,

x1

l
5 i

]

]u
,

M0152 i H cosu
]

]u
1r sinu

]

]r J ,

acting on functionsf (r ,u) on C2, square-integrable for the measuredrdu. Hermitean symmetry
of the operators is obtained if eitherr 1/2f (r ,u)→0 whenr→` or f (r ,u)5r 21/21 irg(u). The last
case corresponds to the principal series ofSO(2,1) representations.

One sees that the time and the space coordinates are noncommuting operators. Th
when describing a process, time cannot be simply considered a c-number parameter. Ins
describe, for example, a stochastic process that at each fixed time may be sampled to find
value of the space variable, what one has to do is to find the subspaces of time eigenv
corresponding to each fixed eigenvaluet. Then, in each such subspace, one has to find the pos
values ofx and their probabilities. If no further constraints are imposed on the values ofx, this
will be the analog of Brownian motion in the noncommutative one-time one-space setting.

The eigenvectors of the time operator in~59! are obtained from

i H sinu
]

]u
2r cos

]

]r J f t~r ,u!5
t

l
f t~r ,u!, ~60!

the solution being

f t~r ,u!5S cot
u

2D i ~ t/l !

g~r sinu! ~61!

with g(r sinu) an arbitrary function ofr sinu. Now one considers the spectrum of possible valu
of the space coordinatex in each one of the subspaces spanned by the functionsf t(r ,u). The
projection on thee2 inu eigenstate of the position operatorx ~corresponding to the positionnl ) is
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c2n~ t !5
1

2p E dueinuS cot
u

2D i ~ t/l !

g~r sinu!. ~62!

For a process that starts fromx50 at timet50 it should bec0(0)51 andcn(0)50 for nÞ0.
Therefore for such a processg(r sinu)5const. Strictly speaking a constant function is outside
L2 domain of the operator and therefore one should consider the operator as acting in the
alized functions space of a Gelfand triplet. With the choicef t(r ,u)5(cotu/2)i(t/l ) one obtains, by
computing the integral~62!,

c0~ t !5e2 ~p/2!t/l . ~63!

For the other coefficients, they are more conveniently obtained by solving~60! in an e2 inu basis,

f t~r ,u!5r s (
nPZ

cneinu,

which leads to the recurrence

~n212s!cn212~n111s!cn111 i
2t

l
cn50. ~64!

For s50, using a recurrence relation for hypergeometric functions one obtainscn; (1/n)
3F(2n,2 i (t/l ) ;0;2). Then

cn~ t !5
1

2
ein p/2e2 ~p/2!t/l Pn

0S t

l
;
p

2 D for nÞ0, ~65!

Pn
0(t/l ; p/2) being Pollaczek-Meixner polynomials with generating function

~12 i t ! ix~11 i t !2 ix5 (
n50

`

Pn
0S x;

p

2 D tn. ~66!

Hence, without further restrictions on the dynamics, the process that att50 starts fromx
50 has a probability to be found at6nl at time t equal to

PS 6nl ,0;
t

l
D5

1

4
e2p~ t/l !S Pn

0S t

l
;
p

2 D D 2

. ~67!

E. Higher-dimensional representations

The full algebraRl ,` , described in Sec. II, is isomorphic to the algebra of ISO~4,1!, the
group of motions of the pseudo-Euclidean five-spaceE4,1. Consequently, as pointed out in Sec.
a representation may be obtained in the form of differential operators in a five-dimensional
mutative manifold. Alternatively, as for the lower dimension subalgebras treated before, a
sentation is obtained in the space of functions on the upper sheet of the coneC4, with coordinates
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j15r sinu3 sinu2 sinu1 ,

j25r sinu3 sinu2 cosu1 ,

j35r sinu3 cosu2 , ~68!

j45r cosu3 ,

j55r ,

the invariant measure for which the functions are square-integrable being

dn~r ,u i !5r 2 sin2 u3 sinu2drdu1du2du3 . ~69!

On these functions the operators ofRl ,` act as follows:

l p05r ,

I5r cosu3 ,

l p15r sinu3 cosu2 ,

l p25r sinu3 sinu2 cosu1 ,

l p35r sinu3 sinu2 sinu1 ,

M2352 i
]

]u1
,

M1252 i S cosu1

]

]u2
2sinu1 cotu2

]

]u1
D ,

M315 i S sinu1

]

]u2
1cosu1 cotu2

]

]u1
D ,

x0

l
52 i S 2sinu3

]

]u3
1r cosu3

]

]r D , ~70!

x1

l
5 i S cosu2

]

]u3
2sinu2 cotu3

]

]u2
D ,

x2

l
5 i S cosu1 sinu2

]

]u3
1cosu1 cosu2 cotu3

]

]u2
2

sinu1

sinu2
cotu3

]

]u1
D ,

x3

l
5 i S sinu1 sinu2

]

]u3
1sinu1 cosu2 cotu3

]

]u2
1

cosu1

sinu2
cotu3

]

]u1
D ,

M015 i S sinu2

sinu3

]

]u2
2cosu2 cosu3

]

]u3
2r cosu2 sinu3

]

]r D ,
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M0252 i S cosu1 cosu2

sinu3

]

]u2
2

sinu1

sinu2 sinu3

]

]u1

1cosu1 sinu2 cosu3

]

]u3
1r cosu1 sinu2 sinu3

]

]r D ,

M0352 i S sinu1 cosu2

sinu3

]

]u2
1

cosu1

sinu2 sinu3

]

]u1

1sinu1 sinu2 cosu3

]

]u3
1r sinu1 sinu2 sinu3

]

]r D .

This is the appropriate representation to generalize to higher dimensions the construc
processes carried out in the previous subsections.

IV. INTEGRATION IN NONCOMMUTATIVE SPACE–TIME

Here one has to distinguish two cases. Because the energy-momentum operators$p0,pi% are a
commuting set, integration in momentum space is the usual commutative Lebesgue integ
However, the domain of integration must be consistent with the structure of the algebra
servables. From the representation~70! one sees that, whenr ,u1 ,u2 ,u3 are diagonalized, integra
tion over momentum space corresponds to

E F~pm!dn~r ,u i !, ~71!

dn(r ,u i) being the invariant measure defined in~69! and thepm in the functionalF being replaced
by their representations in~70!.

Integration over configuration space, however, differs from Lebesgue integration be
$xm% is not a commuting set.

In the commutative case an integral

E f ~x!dn~x! ~72!

has the following algebraic interpretation: In a representation wherex is diagonalized,f (x) is the
diagonal element (x, f x) and the integral~72! is a weighed trace, with the weights assigned to e
eigenvalue by the measuren(x). For compact operators a noncommutative integration theory
been developed with the integral replaced by the Dixmier trace. Infinitesimals of order
compact operators with eigenvaluesm5O(n21) asn→`. Then, given the sequence

gN5
1

logN (
0

N21

mn , ~73!

there is a linear form limv on the spacel ` of bounded sequences which satisfies the propertie
linearity and scale invariance needed to interpret it as an algebraic substitute for the no
integral. This form is the Dixmier trace which, if the sequence~73! converges, coincides with its
limit.

The coordinate operators are not compact operators. Therefore, when constructing th
commutative version of integration over configuration space, the question of the regulari
factor in the trace should be carefully analyzed. Consider first integration in one space variab
discussed in Sec. III, the spectrum ofx is $nl :nPZ%. Therefore the trace is a sum overn,
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lim
N→`

(
n52N

N

F~x!5 lim
N→`

(
n52N

N

F~nl !.

The question is whether one needs anN-dependent regularization factor to interpret this trace
the integral~like the logN in the Dixmier trace!. Comparing

EN 1

x
dx; logN

with

(
1

N
1

n
5C1 logN1OS 1

ND ,

the conclusion is that, in this case, the trace itself has the same singularity structure
corresponding continuous integral. Therefore, it seems consistent to simply use the trace,
any regularization factor, as the definition of the integral. This is carried over to configur
space integration on the four-dimensional case by defining an orthonormal basis

unW m)5S 1

2p D 3/2

einW •uWHm~r !

for functions on the coneC4, wherenW 5(n1 ,n2 ,n3), uW 5(u1 ,u2 ,u3), andHm(r ) is an Hermite
polynomial. Integration is then defined by the trace

(
ni ,m

~nW m,F~xm!nW m!, ~74!

it being understood that thexm in ~74! are represented by the operators in~70!.

V. QUANTUM FIELDS IN NONCOMMUTATIVE SPACE–TIME

A. Local free fields

In the Rl ,` algebra,$Pm,I% is a commuting set. Therefore, a complete set of eigenstate
the momentum may be constructed and, in momentum-space, calculations may be carried o
the commutative case. However, quantum fields over space–time are also needed, to c
local interactions. Because the momenta and the coordinates are not Heisenberg dual, th
Fourier transform cannot be used to construct local fields. This is then replaced by the foll
construction:

Given a representation where the operators$Pm,I% act as multiplicative operators in a spa
of functions~Sec. III!, I21 is also a well-defined multiplicative operator. Then, a set that ob
Heisenberg commutation relations with$Pm% is the set$ym5 1

2$x
m,I21%1%, where$ ¯ %1 denotes

the anticommutator. This set may be used to construct local fields, from the momentum
states, by Fourier transform. Notice, however, that$ym% is still a noncommuting set and th
noncommutative nature of the geometry is fully preserved.

In the commutative case, fields are sections of vector bundlesE over the configuration spac
M and the space of sections is a representation space for the algebra of functions on th
manifold ~more precisely a projective module!. Moreover, it is known that for compactM there is
a one-to-one correspondence between vector bundles and finite projective modules over th
C(M ) of continuous functions onM .40,41This is the correspondence that provides a generaliza
to the noncommutative case. The notion is carried over to the noncommutative case as f
Let
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Ep5$cPUR^ UR^¯^ UR :pc5c%. ~75!

The noncommutative version of a section (n-component quantum field! is an element of then-fold
tensor product of the generalized enveloping algebraUR defined in~9! ~Sec. II B!, restricted by
the projector relationpc50. (p21)c50 is the equivalent of a field equation.

To fully appreciate the similarities and differences to the commutative case one follo
construction as close as possible to the commutative one. For this purpose one profits fr
commutative nature of the energy-momentum operator set. InUR one has the relation

@pm ,e~ i /2! kn$xn,I21%1#5 ikme~ i /2! kn$xn,I21%1. ~76!

ThereforefPUR given by

f5E d4kd~k22m2!$ake
~ i /2! kn$xn,I21%11bk* e2 ~ i /2! kn$xn,I21%1% ~77!

satisfies the~projection! equation

@Pm ,@Pm,f##2m2f50 ~78!

and is a free scalar field in noncommutative space–time. The local fieldf is an element of the
enveloping algebraUR . Therefore, powers off, multiplication, and the action of the derivation
being well defined, the noncommutative version of local interactions is also well defined.

Similarly free spinor fields may be defined by

c5E d4kd~k22m2!$bkuke
2 ~ i /2! kn$xn,I21%11dk* vke

~ i /2! kn$xn,I21%1%, ~79!

cPUR :Dc2mc50, ~80!

D being the Dirac operator defined before~Sec. II!

B. Gauge fields

Consider now gauge fields in the noncommutative space–time context. Gauge fields
commutative case are Lie algebra-valued connections.

In the simplest case consider a rightUR-module generated by 1:

E5$1a; aPUR%. ~81!

A connection is a mapping¹:E→E^ V1(UR) such that

¹~xa!5xda1¹~x!a, ~82!

xPE, aPUR . For each derivationd iPV the connection defines a mapping¹d i
:E→E. Because

of Eq. ~82!, if one knows how the connection acts on the algebra unit 1, one has the com
action. Define

¹~1!8A5Aiu
i , AiPUR . ~83!

A gauge transformation is a unitary element (U* U51) acting onE. Such unitary elements
exist in theC* -algebra formed from the elements of the enveloping algebra by the stan
techniques.

Let fPE be a scalar field. Then

¹~f!5df1¹~1!f. ~84!
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Acting on ¹(f) with a unitary element,

U¹~f!5Ud~U21Uf!1U¹~1!U21Uf

5d~Uf!1$U~dU21!1U¹~1!U21%Uf5¹8~Uf!. ~85!

Therefore, the gauge field transforms as follows under a gauge transformation:

¹~1!→U~dU21!1U¹~1!U21. ~86!

Notice that the second term does not vanish because of the noncommutativity ofUR .
The connection is extended to a mappingE^ V(UR)→E^ V(UR) by

¹~fa!5¹~f!a1fda, ~87!

fPE andaPV(UR). We may now compute¹2(1):

¹2~1!5¹~1Aiu
i !5¹~1Ai !u

i11Aidu i

51dAiu
i1¹~1!Aiu

i11Aidu i5] j~Ai !u
j`u i1AjAiu

j`u i . ~88!

Therefore, given an electromagnetic potentialA5Aiu
i (AiPUR), the corresponding electromag

netic field isFi j u
i`u j , where

Fi j 5] i~Aj !2] j~Ai !1@Ai ,Aj #, ~89!

Fi j PUR .
Unlike the situation in commutative space–time, the commutator term does not vanis

pure electromagnetism is no longer a free theory, because of the quadratic terms inFi j . Notice
also that the indices in the connections~83! and gauge fields~89! run over~0,1,2,3,4!.

To construct an action for the gauge fields an integration on forms is needed. Because
structure of the derivation algebraV5(UR) is generated byu0`u1`u2`u3`u4. Therefore,
given an arbitrary element ofV5(UR)

A5au0`u1`u2`u3`u4, ~90!

we define

E A5Tr ~a!. ~91!

By Tr we mean the trace in the sense discussed in Sec. IV, if a basis for the representationUR ,
as operators acting on a space of functions on the coneC4, is used. As discussed before, if th
representation is used, the trace has the same singularity structure as the corresponding
tative integral. For other representations, however, a regularizing factor~as in the Dixmier trace!
may have to be used.

To construct an action for the electromagnetic field consider a diagonal metrichab5(1,21,
21,21,21) and construct

G5Gknlu
k`un`u l , ~92!

whereGknl5e
••knl
i j Fi j PUR . The actionSA is obtained from the trace ofF`G,

SA5Tr $FabF
ab%5Tr $FmnFmn12F4mF4m%, ~93!

m,nP(0,1,2,3).
In conclusion one finds
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~i! additional fields (A4 ,F4m) in noncommutative electromagnetism,
~ii ! nonlinear terms inFab , and
~iii ! additional terms in the action.

The existence of additional field components is not associated to extra dimensions or a
sheeted nature for space–time. They appear only because of the existence of the deriva]4 .
This, however, operates inside the algebra of the usual physical observables, namely,

]4~xm!5l Pm . ~94!

The gauge fields in noncommutative space–time, we have considered, are gauge fields
U~1! internal symmetry group. Because of the noncommutativity ofUR , the expressions for
gauge potential, gauge field and action, in the case of a non-Abelian internal group, are exa
same. The only change is that now the coefficientsAa andFab are inUR^ LG , LG being the Lie
algebra of the internal symmetry group.

To discuss matter fields one also needs spinors, and an appropriate set ofg matrices to
contract the derivations]a . A massless action term for spinor matter fields may then be writ

Sc5 i c̄ga]ac, ~95!

whereaP(0,1,2,3,4), ga5(g0,g1,g2,g3,ig5) andc is a field in a projective moduleEc,UR
^ 4 .

It follows from the properties~11! of the derivations that this term is Lorentz invariant. Notice th
although the set$Mmn ,xm% has a O~1,4! structure, it is only the O~1,3! part that is a symmetry
group. Coupling the fermions to the gauge fields,

Sc5c̄ iga~]a1 igAa .t!c, ~96!

$t% is a set of representatives of the internal symmetry Lie algebra. From~96! one sees tha
fermions may be coupled to the connectionAa without having to introduce new degrees
freedom in the fermion sector.

The existence of the additional degree of freedom on the connections is a consequenc
noncommutative space–time algebra which does not depend on the magnitude ofl but just onl

beingÞ0. Therefore, in addition to the specific effects coming from the noncommutativity o
UR algebra, a more dramatic consequence is the emergence of new interactions which, fo
gauge model, follow from the gauge principle.

Connes and Lott42 and several other authors after them~for a review and references see Re
43 and 44! have used the~H,p,D! scheme to construct a geometric formulation of the stand
model. What essentially is done is to consider as geometric space the product of a comm
four-dimensional space–time with a discrete space. This is interpreted as a multi-sheeted
time and the Yukawa coupling matrix of the standard model provides the part of the D op
that acts on the discrete space. This construction provides a nice bookkeeping of the
phenomena and the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix although it is a little hard to believe t
phenomenological model, with so many free parameters as the standard model, is a direc
festation of the intrinsic geometry of space–time.

The additional degrees of freedom arising from the noncommutative space–time structu
I have been discussing have a quite different origin from those in the Connes-Lott constru
They are not associated to any discrete component in space–time but to the structure
derivations and the differential algebra. Also, there is no reason to expect them to be related
Higgs phenomenon. In fact, if the structure that we obtained from the structural stability ide
good clue to the behavior of nature, we would expect the extra degrees of freedom to m
themselves at the same level of dimensions as the size of the fundamental length paramete
are a consequence of the structure of the differential algebra and they appear both in the A
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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and non-Abelian theories, through the fields that are connections. Of particular interest fro
experimental point of view is the pseudoscalar partner of the photon associated to theA4 compo-
nent of the Abelian connection.

The only nontrivial action of the derivation]4 is on the coordinate operatorsxm . From ~11!
one sees that in thel →0 limit this action vanishes and all the effects of the]4 derivation~extra
connection components, etc.! disappear together with the noncommutativity of@xm ,xn#. Extract-
ing thel factor from]4 , u4 andA4 we estimate the dependence onl of all the physical effects
arising from the noncommutative space–time structure. Define

]45
1

l
]4 , u45l u4, A45

1

l
A4.

Then

]4~xm!5Pm , u4~]4!51, ¹~1!5Amum1A4 u4.

The non-Abelian QED field equation

]aFab2@Aa,Fab#50

becomes

]mFmn1l 2$]4 ]4~An!2]4]n~A4!2]4@A4,An#%2@Am,Fmn#2@A4,F4n#50. ~97!

Notice that the last two terms are also, at most, of orderl 2. Therefore]mFmn5O(l 2) and, for
example, eventual deviations from the masslessness of the photon are expected to be
O(l 2). Notice, however, that these effects have a dependence on the energy scale of the
ment.]mFmn has dimensions~length!23. This means that expectation values of the operator
multiplies l 2 in Eq. ~97! have dimension~length!25. Therefore, although the deviations fro
]mFmn50 areO(l 2), they may be strongly enhanced by the energy scale of the experimen

For the pseudoscalar electromagnetic coupling we have

l gc̄g5A4c,

that is, expected effects are of orderl 2a. The same considerations as above, concerning
experimental energy scale, apply to the pseudoscalar coupling effect.

C. Metric and Riemannian structure

To complete this survey of geometric notions, a brief discussion is also included on h
construct metrics and a Riemannian structure in noncommutative space–time. Applicati
general relativity will be discussed elsewhere.

Besides the exterior differential algebra defined above we will be concerned here wi
tensor algebra constructed from the same$ua% basis by formal tensor products

ua1^ ua2^¯^ uap.

In particular, ametric is a symmetric element

gklu
k

^ u l ~98!

with gklPUR andgkl5glk .
We now considerUR-modules constructed from elements of the tensor algebra. To defi

connection, in modules constructed in this way, it suffices to consider the action of¹d in the basis
elementsua. Define
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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¹d~ua!52Gb
a~d!ub ~99!

with dPV, Gb
a(d)PUR , ubPV1(UR). Gb

a(d) is an element of the enveloping algebraUR

which depends on the derivationd. Therefore, it may be written as the contraction of a one-fo

¹~ua!52Gbc
a ub

^ uc, ~100!

Gbc
a PUR . For a metric, using~82! and the Leibnitz rule,

¹~gbcu
b

^ uc!5]a~gbc!u
a

^ ub
^ uc2gbcGde

b ud
^ ue

^ uc2gbcGde
c ud

^ ub
^ ue. ~101!

For a metric with vanishing covariant derivative¹(gbcu
b

^ uc)50 and a symmetric connectio
Gbc

a 5Gcb
a one obtains, permuting the indices,

gabGde
a 5 1

2 $]e~gbd!1]d~geb!2]b~gde!%, ~102!

which corresponds, in this setting, to the Christofell relations. The factors on the left are, how
in general, noncommuting elements ofUR , instead of c-numbers, and the derivations on the ri
are computed by the rules of Eqs.~11!. Hence the relations are not so useful as in the commuta
case to compute the connection from a given metric, because theUR-valued matrixgab is, in
general, not easy to invert. Therefore, it is more convenient to define physical configuration
the connection itself.

The quantity that corresponds to the Riemann tensor is aUR-valued tensor

R5Rbce
a ub

^ uc
^ ue

^ ]a , ~103!

uaPV1(UR), ]aPDer (UR), andRbce
a PUR , which is obtained computing

¹d~¹d8abub!2¹d8~¹dabub!2¹ [d,d8]abub. ~104!

The result is

Rbce
a 5]b~Gce

a !2]c~Gbe
a !1Gbn

a Gce
n 2Gcn

a Gbe
n 1 i f cb

n Gne
a . ~105!

For completeness the last term contains the structure constants of the derivation algebra, w
this case vanish because Der (UR) is Abelian. Notice that in Eq.~105! the order of the factors, in
the quadratic terms, is not arbitrary becauseGbc

a PUR .
From ~105!, by contraction, one would obtain the noncommutative versions of the R

tensor and the scalar curvature.

APPENDIX: QUANTUM STOCHASTIC CALCULUS BASED ON ISO „1,1… AND ISO„2…

Consider first the ISO~1,1! case. In the representation~35! replacing2 i (d/dm) by X0 andm
by i (d/dX0) one obtains

P05
1

2 Sei ~d/dX0!2e2 i ~d/dX0!D5
1

2
~Ti2T2 i !5 i sinS d

dX0D ,

~A1!

I5
1

2 Sei ~d/dX0!1e2 i ~d/dX0!D5
1

2
~Ti1T2 i !5cosS d

dX0D .
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Operating on holomorphic functions ofX0, P andI may be interpreted as a finite difference a
as an averaging operator in the complex direction. Defining

sinS d

dX0D s

5D2, cosS d

dX0D s

5D1,

the commutation relations are

@D2 ,X0#5D1,

@D1 ,X0#52D2, ~A3!

@D1 ,D2#50.

The first step in the construction of a quantum stochastic calculus, based on this algebra
construction of the associated representation spaces. Let

A5
1

&
~X01D2!, A†5

1

&
~X02D2!, ~A4!

with algebra

@A,A†#5D1,

@A,D1#5 1
2 ~A2A†!, ~A5!

@A†,D1#5 1
2 ~A2A†!.

The vacuum is chosen to be the vector that is annihilated byA,

Af~X0!5
1

&
~X01D2!f~x0!50, ~A6!

which, in the Fourier transform, becomes

2 i S d

dv
1sinhv Df~v!50, ~A7!

yielding

f~v!5
1

ANf

e2coshv ~A8!

with normalization factor

Nf52K0~2!50.227 7877 . . . ,

Kn(z) being a modified Bessel function, and

f~X0!5F21~f~v!!5
1

ApK0~2!
KiX0~1!. ~A9!

A basis is obtained by acting onf with powers ofA†.
Lemma A1:The set$A†nf:n50,1,2, . . .% is an orthogonal set.
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Proof: Assume that up to ordern all A†nf are known to be orthogonal to all states of the fo
A†

¯ A†D1A†
¯ A†f, whereA† appears less thann times and D1 one time. Then fora<n,

~A†af,A†n11f!5~A†AA†a21f,A†nf!5¯5~A†aAf,A†nf!50.

The base for the induction is provided by (f,A†f)50 and (D1f,A†f)5 1
2((A2A†)f,f)

50. j

The statef may be used to define a probability distribution. An operatorO in the enveloping
algebra of$X0,D1 ,D2% becomes a random variable with expectation (f,Of). In particular, for
X0 the characteristic function is

CX0~y!5~f,eiyX0
f!5

K0~2 cosh~y/2!!

K0~2!
5E eiyxp~dx!. ~A10!

The statef is the analog of the harmonic oscillator ground state in the Heisenberg alg
case. Although this is the state that will always be used to define the probability structure, f
construction of the stochastic process it is more convenient to use a different basis. Define

H15P01I,
~A11!

H252P01I.

Then

@X0,H1#52 iH1,

@X0,H2#52 iH2, ~A12!

@H1 ,H2#50,

and, in the representation~35! with r 51, one has the simple action

X0c~m!52 i
d

dm
c~m!,

H1c~m!5emc~m!, ~A13!

H2c~m!5e2mc~m!,

with the scalar product in the spaceV of square-integrable functions on the hyperbola defined

~f,c!m5E dmf* ~m!c~m!. ~A14!

An equally simple representation is obtained by Fourier transform, namely,

X0F~l!5 ilF~l!,

H1F~l!5F~l11!, ~A15!

H2F~l!5F~l21!.

Let now h5L2(R1) be the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions on the half-lineR1

5@0,̀ #. It is the variable inR1 that will be the continuous indexs labeling the convolution
semigroup generated by the probability distributionp(dx) in ~A10!. It is interpreted as the time
parameter of a stochastic process, sum of independent identically distributed random varia
 17 Jun 2004 to 194.117.6.62. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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From ~A12! one constructs an infinite set of operators labeled by functions in h, with alg

@X0~ f !,H1~g!#52 iH1~ f g!,

@X0~ f !,H2~g!#5 iH2~ f g!, ~A16!

@H1~ f !,H2~g!#50,

f ,gPh.
These operators are made to act on a space that is a direct integral H of spaces of funct

the hyperbola indexed by functions onh, namely,

c~ f !
s

5 % E dt f ~t!c~mt! ~A17!

with scalar product

^f~ f 1!,c~ f 2!&5~ f 1 , f 2!h~f,c!m , ~A18!

where, on the right-hand side, the first scalar product is inh and the second inV. For f ,gPh the
action of the operators is

X0~ f !c~g!52 i ]mc~ f g!,

H1~ f !c~g!5~emc!~ f g!, ~A19!

H2~ f !c~g!5~e2mc!~ f g!.

This action satisfies the commutation relations~A16!.
Notice that other functional realizations of the commutation relations are possible. Fo

ample, the operators may be made to act on a space of square-integrable functionals overh in the
following way:

X0~ f !F~g!52 iDfF~g!,

H1~ f !F~g!5~ f̄ ,eg!F~g!, ~A20!

H2~ f !F~g!5~ f̄ ,e2g!F~g!.

However, in this case, the difficulty is in finding a scalar product for which the operators
symmetric. Therefore, here only the direct integral construction will be used.

To define adapted processes the usual splittings are considered,

h5L2@0,̀ !5L2@0,s# % L2~s,`!5hs
% h(s,

~A21!
H5Hs

^ H(s,

and anadapted processis a family K5(K(s),s>0) of operators in H such that for eacht

K~s!5Ks
^ 1. ~A22!

The basic adapted processes here are
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X0~s!5X0~x [0,s] !,

H1~s!5H1~x [0,s] !, ~A23!

H2~s!5H2~x [0,s] !,

x [0,s] being the indicator function of the interval@0,s#. Given an elementary processEs1s2
, that is,

a process that is constant in the interval@s1 ,s2# and zero otherwise, the stochastic integral is

E
0

s

Es1s2
dK5Es1s2

$K~min ~s,s2!!2K~min ~s,s1!!%. ~A24!

The stochastic integral of a general adapted process is obtained by approximation by elem
processes and a limiting procedure. The following two results characterize the properties
stochastic integral in the ISO~1,1! stochastic calculus

Lemma A.2: For adapted processE0 , E1 , E2 , f , gPh andf( f ), c(g)PH,

K f~ f !,E
0

t

$E0dX01E1dH11E2dH2%c~g!L
5E

0

t

^f~ f !,2 iE0~s!~]mc!~gxds!1E1~s!~emc!~gxds!1E2~s!~e2mc!~gxds!&,

~A25!

where xds denotes the indicator function of the interval@s,s1ds#. The proof follows from
application of the operator action in~A19!. Using the properties of the scalar product in H,~A25!
may be rewritten as

2 i ~f,]mc!m~ f ,E0g!h1~f,emc!m~ f ,E1g!h1~f,e2mc!m~ f ,E2g!h .

Lemma A.3: For adapted processE0 , E1 , E2 define

Ni~ t !5E
0

t

$E0
( i )dX01E1

( i )dH11E2
( i )dH2%. ~A26!

Then, for f , gPh andf( f ), c(g)PH,

^N1~ t !f~ f !,N2~ t !c~g!&5E
0

t

^N1~ t !f~ f !,$2 iE0
(2)~s!~]mc!~gxds!1E1

(2)~s!~emc!~gxds!

1E2
(2)~s!~e2mc!~gxds!%&1E

0

t

^$2 iE0
(1)~s!~]mf!~ f xds!1E1

(1)~s!

3~emf!~ f xds!1E2
(1)~s!~e2mf!~ f xds!%,N2~ t !c~g!&

2
i

2 E0

t

~f,emc!m$Ē0
(1)~s! f̄ ~s!E1

(2)~s!g~s!

2Ē1
(1)~s! f̄ ~s!E0

(2)~s!g~s!%ds

1
i

2 E0

t

~f,e2mc!m$Ē0
(1)~s! f̄ ~s!E2

(2)~s!g~s!

2Ē2
(1)~s! f̄ ~s!E0

(2)~s!g~s!%ds. ~A27!
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The proof follows from splitting the integral in its upper and lower triangular regions plus
diagonal and using the commutation relations~A16! to compute the diagonal terms. The diagon
terms @the last two terms in~A27!# contain the Ito-type corrections for this stochastic calcu
which may be written symbolically as

d~N1N2!5dN1•N21N1•dN21dN1•dN2 ~A28!

with multiplication rules

dX0
•dH152dH1•dX052

i

2
dH1,

~A29!

dX0
•dH252dH2•dX05

i

2
dH2,

all others being identically zero.
The probability structure of the process is defined by the choice of a state that is us

compute expectations. For this purpose one uses a direct sum of states of type~A8! which are
annihilated by the operatorA of ~A4!:

V5 % E dtft5 % E dt
1

Nf
e2coshmt. ~A30!

This state belongs to the space H and splits as follows:

% E dtx [0,s]ft1 % E dtx [s,`]ft

in the decomposition H5Hs
^ H(s. The triple~H, $Oadap.%, V!, where$Oadap.% denotes the set o

adapted operators over H, is the~noncommutative! probability space associated to ISO~1,1!. For
X0( f ), for example, the characteristic functional is

C~ f !5^V,eiX0( f )V&5expH E dt log
K0~2 cosh@ f ~t!/2# !

K0~2! J . ~A31!

In the ISO~2! case, to theX, P andI operators correspond finite difference operators

D2 f ~x!5 1
2 ~ f ~x11!2 f ~x21!!,

~A32!

D1 f ~x!5 1
2 ~ f ~x11!1 f ~x21!!,

and the representation

X5x, P5
1

i
D2 , I5D1 , ~A33!

with associated operators

B5
1

&
~x1D2!, B†5

1

&
~x2D2!. ~A34!

An alternative representation as operators acting on functions on the circle is
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X5 i
d

du
, P5sinu, I5cosu, ~A35!

X has a discrete spectrum, with eigenvectorsen5(1/&p) einu, and, when this basis is used, stat
are in l 2(Z). The state that is annihilated byB is

f05(
n

cn
(0)en ~A36!

with cn
(0);I n(1), I n being the modified Bessel function. In the representation~A35!

f05
1

ANf

ecosu, ~A37!

Nf being the normalization factor 2pI 0(2).
As in ISO~1,1! the set$B†nf0% is an orthogonal set. However, for the construction of

processes, it is more convenient to use arbitrary square-integrable functions on the circle a
representation~A35!.

HereX is a random variable with characteristic function

C~s!5^f0 ,eisXf0&5
I 0~2 cos~s/2!!

I 0~2!
. ~A38!

To construct processes and a stochastic calculus, the commutation relations are lifted to an
set indexed by functions on the circle

@X~ f !,V1~g!#52V1~ f g!,

@X~ f !,V2~g!#5V2~ f g!, ~A39!

@V1~ f !,V2~g!#50,

whereV1 and V2 correspond toD11D2 and D12D2 . These operators are made to act in
direct sum spaceH8 of functions on the circle

X~ f !c~g!5 i ]uc~ f g!,

V1~ f !c~g!5~eiuc!~ f g!, ~A40!

V2~ f !c~g!5~e2 iuc!~ f g!,

and the construction follows the same steps as before.
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